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The articles [22], [11], [27], [23], [26], [13], [28], [29], [9], [10], [18], [19], [16], [1], [2], [20], [3],
[15], [24], [30], [4], [17], [25], [12], [8], [5], [6], [21], and [7] provide the notation and terminology
for this paper.

Let L be a non empty poset, letX be a non empty subset ofL, and letF be a filter of 2X⊆. The
functor liminfF yielding an element ofL is defined by:

(Def. 1) liminfF =
⊔

L{inf B;B ranges over subsets ofL: B∈ F}.

We now state the proposition

(1) Let L1, L2 be complete lattices. Suppose the relational structure ofL1 = the relational
structure ofL2. Let X1 be a non empty subset ofL1, X2 be a non empty subset ofL2, F1 be a
filter of 2X1

⊆ , andF2 be a filter of 2X2
⊆ . If F1 = F2, then liminfF1 = liminf F2.

Let L be a non empty FR-structure. We say thatL is lim-inf if and only if:

(Def. 2) The topology ofL = ξ(L).

One can verify that every non empty FR-structure which is lim-inf is also topological space-like.
Let us observe that every top-lattice which is trivial is also lim-inf.
One can check that there exists a top-lattice which is lim-inf, continuous, and complete.
Next we state several propositions:

(2) Let L1, L2 be non empty 1-sorted structures. Suppose the carrier ofL1 = the carrier ofL2.
Let N1 be a net structure overL1. Then there exists a strict net structureN2 overL2 such that

(i) the relational structure ofN1 = the relational structure ofN2, and

(ii) the mapping ofN1 = the mapping ofN2.

(3) Let L1, L2 be non empty 1-sorted structures. Suppose the carrier ofL1 = the carrier ofL2.
Let N1 be a net structure overL1. SupposeN1 ∈ NetUniv(L1). Then there exists a strict net
N2 in L2 such that

(i) N2 ∈ NetUniv(L2),

(ii) the relational structure ofN1 = the relational structure ofN2, and

(iii) the mapping ofN1 = the mapping ofN2.
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(4) Let L1, L2 be inf-complete up-complete semilattices. Suppose the relational structure of
L1 = the relational structure ofL2. Let N1 be a net inL1 andN2 be a net inL2. Suppose that

(i) the relational structure ofN1 = the relational structure ofN2, and

(ii) the mapping ofN1 = the mapping ofN2.

Then liminfN1 = liminf N2.

(5) Let L1, L2 be non empty 1-sorted structures. Suppose the carrier ofL1 = the carrier ofL2.
Let N1 be a net inL1 andN2 be a net inL2. Suppose that

(i) the relational structure ofN1 = the relational structure ofN2, and

(ii) the mapping ofN1 = the mapping ofN2.

Let S1 be a subnet ofN1. Then there exists a strict subnetS2 of N2 such that

(iii) the relational structure ofS1 = the relational structure ofS2, and

(iv) the mapping ofS1 = the mapping ofS2.

(6) Let L1, L2 be inf-complete up-complete semilattices. Suppose the relational structure of
L1 = the relational structure ofL2. Let N1 be a net structure overL1 anda be a set. Suppose
〈〈N1, a〉〉 ∈ the lim inf convergence ofL1. Then there exists a strict netN2 in L2 such that

(i) 〈〈N2, a〉〉 ∈ the lim inf convergence ofL2,

(ii) the relational structure ofN1 = the relational structure ofN2, and

(iii) the mapping ofN1 = the mapping ofN2.

(7) Let L1, L2 be non empty 1-sorted structures,N1 be a non empty net structure overL1, and
N2 be a non empty net structure overL2. Suppose that

(i) the relational structure ofN1 = the relational structure ofN2, and

(ii) the mapping ofN1 = the mapping ofN2.

Let X be a set. IfN1 is eventually inX, thenN2 is eventually inX.

(8) Let L1, L2 be inf-complete up-complete semilattices. Suppose the relational structure of
L1 = the relational structure ofL2. Then ConvergenceSpace(the lim inf convergence ofL1) =
ConvergenceSpace(the lim inf convergence ofL2).

(9) Let L1, L2 be inf-complete up-complete semilattices. Suppose the relational structure of
L1 = the relational structure ofL2. Thenξ(L1) = ξ(L2).

Let Rbe an inf-complete non empty reflexive relational structure. Observe that every topological
augmentation ofR is inf-complete.

Let Rbe a semilattice. Note that every topological augmentation ofRhas g.l.b.’s.
Let L be an inf-complete up-complete semilattice. One can verify that there exists a topological

augmentation ofL which is strict and lim-inf.
The following proposition is true

(10) LetL be an inf-complete up-complete semilattice andX be a lim-inf topological augmen-
tation ofL. Thenξ(L) = the topology ofX.

Let L be an inf-complete up-complete semilattice. The functorΞ(L) yields a strict topological
augmentation ofL and is defined as follows:

(Def. 3) Ξ(L) is lim-inf.

Let L be an inf-complete up-complete semilattice. Note thatΞ(L) is lim-inf.
We now state a number of propositions:

(11) For every complete latticeL and for every netN in L holds liminfN =
⊔

L{inf(N�i) : i
ranges over elements ofN}.
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(12) LetL be a complete lattice,F be a proper filter of 2ΩL
⊆ , and f be a subset ofL. Suppose

f ∈ F. Let i be an element of the net ofF . If i2 = f , then inf f = inf((the net ofF)�i).

(13) For every complete latticeL and for every proper filterF of 2ΩL
⊆ holds liminfF = liminf (the

net ofF).

(14) For every complete latticeL and for every proper filterF of 2ΩL
⊆ holds the net ofF ∈

NetUniv(L).

(15) LetL be a complete lattice,F be an ultra filter of 2ΩL
⊆ , andp be a greater or equal to id map

from the net ofF into the net ofF . Then liminfF ≥ inf((the net ofF) · p).

(16) LetL be a complete lattice,F be an ultra filter of 2ΩL
⊆ , andM be a subnet of the net ofF .

Then liminfF = liminf M.

(17) LetL be a non empty 1-sorted structure,N be a net inL, andA be a set. SupposeN is often
in A. Then there exists a strict subnetN′ of N such that rng(the mapping ofN′)⊆ A andN′ is
a structure of a subnet ofN.

(18) LetL be a complete lim-inf top-lattice andA be a non empty subset ofL. ThenA is closed
if and only if for every ultra filterF of 2ΩL

⊆ such thatA∈ F holds liminfF ∈ A.

(19) For every non empty reflexive relational structureL holdsσ(L)⊆ ξ(L).

(20) Let T1, T2 be non empty topological spaces andB be a prebasis ofT1. SupposeB⊆ the
topology ofT2 and the carrier ofT1 ∈ the topology ofT2. Then the topology ofT1 ⊆ the
topology ofT2.

(21) For every complete latticeL holdsω(L)⊆ ξ(L).

(22) LetT1, T2 be topological spaces andT be a non empty topological space. SupposeT is a
topological extension ofT1 and a topological extension ofT2. Let Rbe a refinement ofT1 and
T2. ThenT is a topological extension ofR.

(23) LetT1 be a topological space,T2 be a topological extension ofT1, andA be a subset ofT1.
Then

(i) if A is open, thenA is an open subset ofT2, and

(ii) if A is closed, thenA is a closed subset ofT2.

(24) For every complete latticeL holdsλ(L)⊆ ξ(L).

(25) LetL be a complete lattice,T be a lim-inf topological augmentation ofL, andSbe a Lawson
correct topological augmentation ofL. ThenT is a topological extension ofS.

(26) For every complete lim-inf top-latticeL and for every ultra filterF of 2ΩL
⊆ holds liminfF is

a convergence point ofF , L.

(27) Every complete lim-inf top-lattice is compact andT1.
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